
Trial runs must presumably have been undertaken to
perfect these stamps, but none have been seen by
your compiler. There is a recollection of unissued
colours entering the philatelic market, but no gold-
foil dummy stamps, as such, are recorded.

Congratulations are offered to Walsall on reaching
this important company milestone. In celebration, a
selection of their dummy items are depicted here.

Note that Walsall Security Printers Ltd (WSP) was established
in 1966 to concentrate on the specialist skills required for
postage stamp printing, as this aspect of the business was
becoming important, as it continues to be to this day. * 
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The Walsall Lithographic Company was founded in
1894. Walsall as a town was renowned for its
leather products in the 19th century and Walsall
Litho was originally established to print catalogues
for the harness and saddlers businesses. It was the
purchase of a German letterpress ‘seal’ stamping
machine in 1913 that indirectly was to lead to the
first stamp contract fifty years later.

Despite a wide product range prior to 1963, stamps
had never been offered by this specialist label
printer. This was set to change when the company
was approached to produce a revolutionary new
type of postage stamp for the Kingdom of Tonga.
The issue was of Polynesian gold coinage and the
brief was that they had to resemble the coins.

One of the issued water-activated Tongan
Polynesian Gold Coins stamps from 1963.

© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

Walsall Lithographic Became Stamp Printers Half a Century Ago
2013 marks important anniversary for the famous West Midlands stamp printer

In a move that they may later privately have come
to regret, De La Rue had recommended Walsall for
the job, as DLR did not feel they could produce the
stamps. This year, owing to a move of premises by
DLR, WSP was again to produce an order, this time
for Royal Mail stamps, where the required delivery
schedule had prevented DLR from fulfilling.



The Tribal House Dummy Stamp is not from Indonesia, but from Britain
Following on from the Norwegian Grieg story in DS29, a further ‘foreign’ dummy stamp that was printed in the UK

Those familiar with foreign dummy stamps, and Indonesian ones in particular, will be familiar with a design
depicting a tribal house in front of which stand a couple in traditional costume. These have always been
attributed to Indonesia, and do have a connection there as will be read below, but were actually printed in
Britain, or more specifically London.

Independence from the Netherlands was declared on 17 August 1945 and acknowledged on 27 December
1949, so was a fledgling country when in 1954 the Indonesian government was looking to purchase a stamp
printing press to establish a local means of printing its stamps and approached Chambon. Whether that was
Chambon in France, or Chambon in London is unclear, but the latter seems more likely in view of the
location used for printing the dummy material.  What better way for Chambon to demonstrate the quality of
its five-colour photogravure printing presses than with a dummy stamp - one of the primary purposes for
this type of interesting collectable.

The item bears the date year of 1954 spread in two halves on either side of the main image, while across the
foot is the phrase ‘TIDAK BERLAKU’, which translates into English as ‘PRINT AND PACK’, known to
be the name of the local Chambon agent in Indonesia at the time.

Left to right: dummy stamp, a ‘missing yellow’ version and postcard using same  design, but mono-coloured.

The dummy stamp measures 21mm x 28mm and is perforated 13. They were printed in sheets of 100
(10x10) and the sheets have no marginal markings other than a machine applied six-digit serif consecutive
number printed in black ink below dummy stamp number 99 in each sheet (number 085738 has been seen in
an article, but there is no guarantee that the serial number printing started at 000001, as that is an awful lot
of dummy stamps!).  Single copies sell for up to €30 on the few occasions they are seen for sale.

Your compiler has not seen actual multiples, although they do exist of course, but it is stated in the philatelic
press that the paper is too thin for the purpose of printing stamps and that they are known to split along the
perforations rather too readily, so buyer beware! It may also explain the lack of blocks seen for sale.

Even rarer than the dummy stamps are the dummy postal stationery postcards. These were printed on a
lightly coated white card stock in a single colour bluish-grey to the same design as the dummy stamp and
measuring 147mm x 99mm.  Only the face of the postcard bears any printing. The wording translation into
English is obvious and reads POSTCARD, NAME AND ADDRESS OF SENDER and ADDRESSEE.
They sell for around €45 in fine condition, with a French specialised catalogue value of up to €200.

It is understood, that Chambon ended-up selling two of its presses to the government and these dummy
stamps and postcards are rarely seen. This is largely because they do not bear a country name and the
company name is unknown to most collectors and so they tend to be found lurking in dealers boxes of ‘odd
stuff’, or are given a fanciful name in online auction sales, making searching difficult. They deserve a higher
price-tag, as they are an important part of the early post-independent philately of Indonesia.

STOP PRESS - Aerogramme now known to exist. Size: 195mm x 308mm. Stamp: as postcard. Not seen.*
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Feedback from DS29
The information keeps on coming...

CSE 1879 Tender Essays
A reader writes:

“Glenn, Great find at City of Westminster Archives!
     With regard to the Skipper & East 1879 Tender,
the essays were designed by Alfred Benjamin Wyon,
I think. I'm doing some research on the Wyon
family, the last member Alan Gairdener Wyon
became vicar of Newlyn. His wife gave the family
archives to Cambridge University, however AGW
had previously given all the stamp essays to a
Charles Hoare, a Penzance stamp collector, the
above essays appeared at Cavendish's auction of 25
January 2012 when the collection of GB Essays of
Frank & Peter Thompson was auctioned.
     I am writing something for Stamp Lover (the
journal of the National Philatelic Society) on it as
this Charles Hoare got a medal from the Junior
Philatelic Society in 1949 for some other essays that
ABW did of Spain 1876.”

If any reader can help with the above research being
undertaken, then do please make contact and any
information will be passed on.

De La Rue Effigy Dummy Stamps
A French reader new to Dummy Stamps newsletter
kindly wrote in about the green label described in
DS29.  He states that it was printed in France by
Chambon using héliogravure (photogravure) during
a test carried out to sell stamp presses to De La Rue.

He states that here is also a further example printed
in France in blue that is different to the British-
printed blue example, again in photogravure.

The comment is made that the two French printed
ones are common in French dealers stock, in the
same way that the two British-printed examples are
common in Britain. This makes sense, although the
French ones are quite hard to get anywhere in your
compiler’s opinion, at least from dealers accepting
online payment.

Our reader appended a scan of the four dummy
stamps, as seen here across the foot of this page. (a)
and (b) are British, (c) and (d) French. (a) is printed
by lithography, (b), (c) and (d) are by photogravure.

It is difficult from the scan to see the difference
between (b) and (d), the latter of which has a price-
tag three times that of (c).

On page six of this issue is another piece about
Chambon and DLR. It is therefore just possible that
anyone having access to multiples of the British and
French dummy stamps described here may spot a
similar difference between them, such as in the
perforation format or marginal inscriptions.

De La Rue 1851 Great Exhibition Envelope
A scan of the 1851 dummy
envelope is shown here.
The flap reads: “MACHINE
FOLDED AND GUMMED BY
THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO. / AT
THE GREAT EXHIBITION 1851.”

A nice item to put with
the 1951 version in DS29.
philamercury.com/viewimg.php?id=25025 *
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2012 Olympics Birds Trial
Can any reader expand on what appears below?

If collectors of British stamps wish to keep up with
all that is new in their chosen field, then they turn to
the website run by Norvic Philatelics. Their blog is
to be found at http://blog.norphil.co.uk/ The site
regularly contains information that is not to be
found elsewhere, or at least not until much later.

All text and imagery below appears with the kind
permission of Norvic’s webmaster, Ian Billings. The
quality of the scans, while not the best, is what Ian
was supplied with and we are grateful for having the
chance to share them within these pages.

The inscription indicates that they were used to test the
overprinting process, see the text ‘Leopard Heading -
Overprint text trial’ at the left.

The Leopard head is in place of the Olympic /
Paralympic logo.  At the foot of the stamp the Royal Mail
logo takes the place of Olympic / Paralympic logo in the
margin, and the gold text there indicates that the
phosphor area is 29mm deep.  (Readers will recall that
the phosphor is applied only to the white background
area, and on the right excludes the area of black text
indicating the winner and the event. )

The wildlife design is clearly intended to make them very
readily distinguishable from the real gold medal winners
stamps (unlike the one used for publicity purposes) but
we were told that they were printed, perforated and
finished on 100% authentic Royal Mail stock.

We have no way of knowing - and cannot find out - where
they were printed, when they were printed, how many
(and how many different designs) were produced, or
even whether they still exist.  We were made aware of
these in November last year and tried to find out more
but to no avail.
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2012 Olympics Birds Trial
(continued)

The source image for the Hyacinth Macaw can be traced to
a magazine from Brazil translating as “Building Conscious-
ness - Science - 6th Year - 5th Grade”. Author: Paula,
Helder and de Figueiredo; Santos Barbosa Mairy Loureiro
dos; Caro, Maria de Carmen. Publisher: Scipione.

Royal Mail may actually have obtained the image from a
photo library and not from the magazine cover, but clearly
it is the same picture and reveals the amount of cropping
that was undertaken to the chevron-like area on the
dummy stamp.  The exact image source of the Crimson
Rosella bird had not been traced at time of going to print.

Spoof Olympic Stamp
Not something that Royal Mail would approve of...

Reproduced below is a spoof ‘stamp’ allegedly from a firm
of solicitors that was stumbled across when looking for
proper dummy stamps online. *
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Harrison: Paraguay Revisited
Bargains are still to be had...

A reader purchased for £19 the three sheetlets
shown here. Interestingly, it is again the red
version that is missing from the set of four.
The same reader was offered elsewhere all
four colours for a whopping £395! *



Harrison and De La Rue:
More Archival Finds...
...but not by your compiler this time!

Looking at many photostats made years ago and finally
just examined in detail, two British-related items were
found in French stamp magazines.

Upon reading, it became apparent that both Harrison and
De La Rue had either purchased, or had considered
purchasing, French Chambon-branded printing presses.

The articles from 1986 and 1987 both refer to Chambon
and its archives, where the discoveries recorded below
were found lurking in files by the authors. Komori of
Japan took-over Chambon  and it now trades as Komori-
Chambon, and whether the archive still exists has not
been pursued - especially as the content will, in any
event, be 99% in French and not GB-related.

The following text and the (poor) black and white images
have been taken from the original articles.

Thomas De La Rue Dummy Stamp - Chambon
asked for a dummy stamp design from Thomas De
La Rue and Co of London, “which used the same
kind of machines”. A block of four was found in the
archives of Mr J F Brun, but it is to Mr J L Trassaert
that we owe the discovery of an entire sheet of 50
dummy stamps in the archives of Chambon. The
dummy stamps can be recognised because the
margins have two perforation holes while the
material from the DLR printings made in England
using the same Minerva head design (apparently)
have just one hole in left or right margins.  Note: the
article does not mention the colour of the ‘French’
block (could be red). Printing process assumed to be
letterpress.

Does anyone possess 1- or 2-hole marginal copies?

The ‘discovery’ by your compiler of the above
Minerva Head dummy stamp design with Chambon
name instead of the De La Rue brand at foot now
makes more sense. This Chambon type has not been
seen recorded in any French catalogue or magazine .

Harrison & Sons Dummy Stamp
The second article states that a “most curious item
was discovered” in the archives -  a fragment of 48
dummy stamps (8 x 6) of a Harrison design
(Britannia Head). Note: Article does not mention
the colour of the ‘French’ block (but see next page).
Printing process assumed to be letterpress.

The article suggests that “by trimming into blocks of
six, we obtain the same kind of panes that are in
French stamp books of 30 of the 10c type 2 Sower”.

It seems likely that the format of the sheet was
indeed related to stamp booklet production at
Harrison and Sons in some [unknown] way.

^ Ignore this portion of a French stamp booklet. It has no relevance to
   this article, but is the result of overlapping in the printed article.
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Harrison and De La Rue:
More Archival Finds... (continued)

Maintaining scans and paper records for your
chosen philatelic field is always sensible and a
chance find among the archives of your compiler
came up trumps when a scan of an auction lot was
found.

The German auction description stated nothing but
the obvious, so did not expand our story. However,
the image does show the colour to be orange and the
margin to have two holes, implying that it was
printed by Chambon in France if the French article
is correct.

and finally....
While the Chambon connection is not in any doubt,
can any reader expand on, or correct, any of the
information recorded above?

Does anyone know for certain that De La Rue and
Harrison possessed Chambon presses? If so,
between what dates, as the articles fail to date the
British material? That said, it is thought to be at
some time in the reign of King George V because
the dummy designs sent by De La Rue and
Harrison to Chambon largely date from that period.

There was no record of the Britannia Head dummy
stamp held by the Harrison Company Archivist
when he was approached some years back, but he
reckoned printed "circa 1910 to 1925". As for the
De La Rue Minerva Head design, it is known as
having been in use between 1891 and 1925.

References:
La Semeuse Camée by Jean Storch and Robert
Francon. Le Monde de Philatélie [France],
November 1986 issue.

Timbres factices et vignettes d’essai de 1912 a nos
jours by Jean Storch and Robert Francon. Le Monde
de Philatélie [France], February 1987 issue. *
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Dummy Stamp Booklets
A fascinating (and very large) field of collecting

Rarely touched on in Dummy Stamps are the many
British stamp booklets that exist in a dummy format,
as produced by the stamp printers for production
testing of equipment or processes.

This is a massive subject and one that your compiler
has been amassing scans of.  One day it may be the
subject of a handbook, but for now a few examples
are illustrated below to whet the appetite. *

Questa [T]EST BO[OK] wording to cover. Contents comprise
six blank unprinted labels with ellipses at top, not bottom.

De La Rue mock-up of a Royal Mail 2nd class booklet.

Harrison booklets
with blank panes
of four within.

Pre-decimal 2/- orange
and decimal 10p grey

cover versions.



Harrison: Westminster Archives:
A brief indication of what lies within the files

DS30, with its Westminster Archives ‘discovery’
resulted in several readers writing in about what else
was found in the files that might relate to their own
research. While the focus was on dummy stamps, it
was a bitterly cold, snow covered day and it proved
impossible to get warm, so ‘research’ was under-
taken at a rapid pace, concentrating properly only
when the subject matter within DS30 was found.

Your compiler may possibly go back at some point,
but this cannot be guaranteed, for while there was
lots of fascinating material, he is no longer
writing for his living, so will leave it to others to
record the rest, should they choose to.

What must be realised is that Harrison appear to
have somewhat randomly deposited material at
Westminster. There are no long runs of information
and, in any event, the purpose appears to have been
about depositing their business records and not
really the philatelic. Almost by accident, possibly,
gems do however abound. Even unadopted artwork
can be found among the papers.

The information recorded below will hopefully give
a flavour of the archive for you. As the files are
Westminster City Archives copyright, it is not
possible to record anything in proper detail here.

Cecil H Harrison writing on 21 June 1911 to Giles
(who Giles was failed to be recorded on the day
owing to a brain that was not functioning properly
due to the cold!) states: "Herewith I enclose
copies of the new 1/2d and 1d stamp. I am afraid it
will not be very much assistance to you as the
portrait is to my mind decidedly bad."

-
We learn that in July 1911 there were 22 regular
workers and 12 temporary hands in the perforation
department, plus 29 stamp examiners.

-
There are records of waste in 1913/14, plus details
of stamps delivered to the GPO.

-
Perforators at H&S as at 22 September 1911 were:
2 Grover 480-set
1 Grover 480 for books
1 Grover 480 (crossed out and marked in pencil
   "Delivered to Somerset House")
3 Grover 240
3 Harrild 240
2 Fischer 480

There is  a very revealing letter, from 11 August
1910, where Cyril H Harrison writes (in part) to R J
Lake, Master Printers Association, EC....

"....May I ask you to ascertain from them (De La
Rue) whether they would care to enter into
negotiations with us in respect of any of their
machinery employed in the stamp contract?
     "While doing so please assure them that the
contract was given to us without any aggressive
action on our part.
     "We found ourselves in a position in which it was
difficult to refuse making a tender...."

Talk about Harrison being reluctant GPO stamp
printers! This bombshell has probably not been
recorded anywhere else in the philatelic literature.

So, clearly there is lots of fascinating information to
get your teeth into at Westminster that may well
expand our knowledge of the early days of Harrison
as stamp printers. Researchers with a good working
knowledge of issued stamps will be in the best
position to interpret what they are reading.

Elsewhere within this issue of DS are details of the
research locations traced that contains material
relating to British stamp printers, including
Westminster City Archives. * 

Cartor: Logo on Stamp Margins
First sighting of Cartor logo used on issued material
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(Left)
Multiplies of  the
logo as depicted
on Cartor’s 2010
calendar front
cover.

The current Cartor
logo has recently
been seen used on
the top right
margin of a 2005
stamp issued by
Iceland that
depicts a spider
and its web. *



Harrison and a Connection with
Argentinean Stamps Still Unclear
Did Harrison ever quote or print stamps for Argentina?

A regular reader wrote regarding the Republica
Argentina Rivadavia 3 centavos item that is forever
associated with the NRM trials in Leiden that
Harrison took part in during 1923 when creating
and learning about how photogravure cylinders are
produced.

Your compiler has always been a little uneasy about
the connection (the Argentinean item is intaglio, for
starters), and wondered if this dummy stamp,
looking every bit like a true stamp, was simply
found in a collection or dealer stock with the NRM
items at some point and that it was therefore
assumed from that day forward that it was a part of
the Dutch trials.

Fortunately, a large collection of worldwide scans is
maintained and it was possible by trawling through
them to find this dummy stamp in an album created
by Harrison containing primarily the Dutch trial
material, so it appears to be a legitimate Harrison
item.  A hand inscription on the front page of a copy
held by the Dutch Communications Museum
implies that the album was compiled in 1926.

Interestingly, the front cover of the album helps
explains the H&S connection, as it is worded:

“COLLOGRAVURE / RECESS AND SURFACE
/ PRINTING  / applied to the / Production of /
Postage and Revenue Stamps / Bank Notes and
Security Work / by / HARRISON & SONS, Ltd. /
Printers in Ordinary to His Majesty, /  44-47,
St. Martin’s Lane, / London, W.C. 2.”

So, the reason for including an intaglio item is
apparent, but the question still remains as to why a
dummy stamp from Argentina is within, for it does
not appear that there was ever a stamp connection
with Harrison and that far off land. Any ideas?*

Frontispiece to Album.

The Argentinean Page.
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Victory Kidder Stamp Presses
Can anyone confirm the UK dummy stamps connection?

Let’s clear one thing up first - it is Victory KiddeR,
NOT KiddeN, as is erroneously recorded in search
engine results and dealer listings quite often.

The Victory Kidder Printing Machine Company was
founded in Birkenhead in the 1800s and for many
decades was an honoured name in the world of the
graphic arts, with its machinery at one time found
all over the world in great newspaper and general
printing establishments. In 1947 it was a listed
exhibitor at the British Industries Fair, specifically
mentioning ‘Stamp Printing Machines’ as part of its
product range. It was eventually absorbed into the
Lamson-Paragon Company.

The two colours of dummy stamp shown here have
always been attributed to Victory Kidder, and there
is nothing to confirm or dispute this, other than the
views of philatelists and dealers in various snippets.

A stamp dealer when replying to a question posed
by a potential purchaser recently stated that: “It is a
1945 stamp printed in Cremona and not circulated
because it was not officially recognised. This is also
the reason for the absence of perforations that were
never made because of the private nature of the
production. I have no idea about the circulation,
nor of who the character is depicted, and even less
of its listing as it is not listed in any catalogue of my
knowledge. More than that I do not know!”

The dealer was trying to be helpful, but there is
nothing found to indicate 1945, or that is was
printed in Cremona, a city in Italy. Most reports
indicate UK printers trials dating from circa 1920.

A Hungarian trial design is
also known from 1920 printed
by V-K, allegedly also in the UK.

In the absence of more information, these Cremona
items will continue to be linked to these British-
made presses. Unless you know differently? *
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The largest multiples seen - blocks of 25.



Stamp Printers Archival Material Deposited in the UK
An initial listing

The following archives are known to be deposited around the UK. If any reader is aware of other sources
for the companies recorded below, or perhaps knows of records held for printers currently unrecorded here,
then do please make contact.  Who knows what dummy stamps may be lurking in the dusty files, as proved
to be the case with the Westminster City Archive.

The Crown Agents Philatelic and Security Printing Archive
Archive held at:  The British Library, Philatelic Collections, London.
Content includes:  A wide range of philatelic and written material which were the Crown Agents
     original working records.
Records between: [to be ascertained]
See: www.bl.uk/reshelp/findhelprestype/philatelic/philateliccollections/articles/articlescrown/articlescrown.html

De La Rue plc
Archive held at:  University of Reading Library, Reading, Berkshire.
Content includes:  Mainly business records, with just the odd philatelic item.
Records between:  1830 and 1965.
See: http://archiveshub.ac.uk/features/0702delarue.html

and

Archive held at:  The British Postal Museum & Archive, London.
Content includes:  The correspondence and day books.
Records between:  [Start date?] and about 1940.
See: http://postalheritage.org.uk/page/gbstamps

Harrison and Sons Ltd
Archive held at:  The City of Westminster Archive, London.
Content includes:  Mainly business records, with just the odd philatelic item.
Records between:  1739 and 1971.
See: www.calmview.eu/Westminster/CalmView/Overview.aspx?src=DServe.Catalog

and

Archive held at:  The British Library, Philatelic Collections, London
Content includes: Mainly Egypt 1921-22 issue and Palestine 1927-45 issue.
     Donated by De La Rue plc in 2002.
Records between: 1921-22 and 1927-45.
See: www.bl.uk

Perkins Bacon & Co Ltd
Archive held at:  The Royal Philatelic Society London.
Content includes:  1) Printing warrants, 1840 to 1845.
     2) Engraving book, 1837-1840.
     3) Daily printing record, 1840 to 1844.
Records between:  1837 and 1845
See: www.rpsl.org.uk/catalogue_pbindex.asp * 
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DLR and ‘Ruritania’ Experiments
Has anyone seen these items from this fictional country?

Christie’s Robson Lowe sold as a part of its 17
October 1991 sale (lot 1204): “A fascinating series of
essays showing the stages in producing a three-colour
recess printed experimental stamp, comprising initial
photographic scenes (2), rough pencil and crayon sketch,
artist’s hand-painted stamp size essay on card, and the
final engraved three-colour proof on card. Circa 1955.
Very fine.  Estimate £100.” The lot realised £440.

There was a photo of the design in the catalogue, but
this was not photocopied at the time. If  anyone has
this sale catalogue and is willing to make a scan,
then this would be much appreciated, please. If you
were lucky enough to have bought the lot, then
scans of all items would be even better!*

Harrison : A
Further Sample
Page Found
Variation to labels

It is not unusual for
modern printers’
presentation packs to
contain a varied mix of
stamps in the same
basic folder. The same
clearly applied many
years ago also, as a reader
supplied item alongside
in response to DS29 and
the Trade Sample booklet
that was illustrated. * 

DLR: Africa Essays
Not all are created equal

www.grosvenorauctions.com/content/blog/Blog-23-01-12.php
states that “The AFRICA essays incorporating the
head of Minerva, used by De La Rue through the
1890s, have been longtime under-performers
although some are as scarce as the
popular IMPERIUM trials”. They ask

“Are all essays in equal demand?
Certainly not, there are plenty of poor
relations, that remain undervalued”.*

Olympic Trial Stamp Used on Mail
It had to happen some time!

The fully perforated and gummed version of the
Biker dummy stamp has been found used on piece in
kiloware with a totally indistinct inkjet machine
cancellation giving no indication as to where it was
posted from.  The mint version is illustrated above.
Acknowledgment: http://blog.norphil.co.uk/ *
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 


